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Before the Seljuk Turks appeared and established them-
selves in Asia Minor in the eleventh century, almost con-
tinuous fighting took place there between Byzantines and
Arabs; Arabic sources mention in almost every year military
campaigns, often mere predatory razzias, accompanied by
frequent exchanges of captives. Sometimes Byzantium was
unsuccessful; e.g. at the close of the eighth century ac-
cording to the terms of peace the Empire was obliged to
pay to the Arabs a considerable amount of money 4 which
(the Empress Irene) was to pay every year in April and in
June'. This agreement gave rise to the erroneous idea that
in the year 801 the famous Caliph Harun-al-Rashid was lord
of the Roman Empire.1 The Caliph might call this money
tribute, but 'to the Emperor it was merely a wise investment;
when he was ready to fight, the payment would cease*.2 In
the Mediterranean, Cyprus (seventh century), Crete, and
Sicily (ninth century) passed into the power of the Arabs;
some cities were taken in south Italy. Under the pressure of
the Arab invasion in North Africa many Greeks fled thence
to Sicily, and later, when Sicily was gradually being con-
quered by the Arabs, many Greeks left Sicily for south Italy
and increased the Hellenic element there among the native
south Italian population. The Mediterranean Sea, some
scholars assert, though not without exaggeration, became the
Muslim Lake.
Atjfixst-sight-the interests of these two political and reli-
gious enemies seem irreconcilable. But this was not the
case. Warlike expeditions put no impenetrable barrier to
cultural relations. This period was a long succession of war
and jDeace, ruin and creation, enmity and friendship. There
was no race hatred. According to Oriental sources, the
'Emperor Nicephorus I (802-11) was of Arabian, prob-
ably Mesopotamian, origin. Under Leo III (717-41) a
mg^qTAe^was^cortstructed, in Constantinople, so that one
Greek ^chronicler refers to this Emperor as the 'Saracen-
mi53ed^ In the first half of the tenth century the Patriarch
of Constantinople, Nicholas Mysticus, writing to the Emir
1	The agreement was so interpreted by F. W. Buckler, Hantnu* l-Rashid and
Charles the Great (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1931), p. 36.
2	S. Runciman, Byzantine Civilization (London, 1933), p. 162.

